Prayer for Wholeness and Healing
Linda Buck, CSJ

We come together broken, shaken, shattered, barely standing.
As a church and a people we are holding tight to a reality that we are struggling to understand,

We come together as the People of God, Simply together without rank or hierarchy, Seeking a glimpse of the Divine that is Love.

We come together to pray. Words cannot utter our heart. Images constrain our mind. God knows what is deepest in our hearts. We sit open to this understanding. God, show each of us what is needed.

We gather as the People of God, angry, distraught called to action.

We gather seeking a unifying love that can only come from the presence of the Divine One.

Love’s greatest design is for wholeness and healing. We gather as the People of God, called to incarnate this great design to all whom we encounter.

Amen.